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Learning Classifier Systems: the representation
point of view
Arnaud Quirin, Jerzy Korczak

Abstract— The paper overviews the methods and theoretical
contributions of Learning Classifier Systems (LCS). The funda-
mental principles regarding the rule representation are described
and the common representation techniques are detailed (binary,
real, fuzzy and functional). A taxonomy of recent LCS is proposed
using the rule representation concept as the classification crite-
rion. The rule representations can be compared using pre-defined
criteria such as accuracy, representation of the knowledge and
comprehensibility of the classifiers. Three systems corresponding
to the current trends are detailed and analyzed, namely XCS,
LFCS and XCSL.

Index Terms— Classifier systems, reinforcement learning algo-
rithms, rule representation, data mining.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge discovery in large databases traditionally uses
data mining techniques that, through an iterative process of
extraction, are able to generalize data and create knowledge
bases. A variety of approaches and algorithms have been
applied to discover rules and create knowledge bases. More
recently, beside of inductive systems [50], [49], [20], bio-
inspired algorithms have been developed, notably based on
neural networks [26], [5], fuzzy systems [78], [45], [44], [16],
[52] and evolutionary algorithms [22], [40], [88], [35], [54],
[18], [57], [48], [38], [58].

The goal of the paper is to make a synthesis of knowledge
representation methods in Learning Classifiers Systems (LCS)
and point out the main streams of research in this domain.
The problem of designing a good representation is not trivial.
Several orthogonal criteria have to be considered, manly
comprehensibility and quality of the rules. For instance, a
simple rule is easy to understand for a human expert, and
easy to use in a new context, but the risk is that it may have a
poor quality. LCS is a particular class of systems which uses
reinforcement in conjunction with a genetic algorithm (GA)
to evolve a set of rules called a classifier set. When expertise
is not easily available and the models are not well-known,
reinforcement learning is an interesting approach. In the LCS a
reinforcement mechanism is based on supervised learning that
interacts with an external environment [68], [7]. The system
communicates with the environment by exchanging messages
and improves itself by perceiving penalties or rewards resulted
from its behavior. The messages allow the system to interpret
the environment through its detectors or sensors (with input
messages) and to interact with this environment using its
effectors (with output messages). The processing of LCS is
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performed by classifiers that are rules used to model the
environment by predicting the output messages from the input
messages.

To evaluate a given rule representation a certain number of
criteria can be proposed that in general refer either to extracted
classifiers or to the learning algorithm. Most of them relate to
the following features:

• The generalization accuracy is the accuracy of an algo-
rithm for the classification of non-learned data. This can
be computed as a ratio between the number of correct
classified samples and the total number of samples.

• The comprehensibility is the fact that a classifier is under-
standable by a human expert. This can be approximated
by looking at the syntactic complexity of the classifier, the
size of the rules, the number of attributes or relationships
in the rules, ...

• The robustness in regards to the data is the ability to
deal with noisy, incomplete, false or missing data. This
can be evaluated by scoring the algorithm on real-world
problems.

• The algorithmic independence is the ability for an algo-
rithm to produce a rule base that can be optimized by
another algorithm.

• The representation of the knowledge. Depending on the
representation of its internal knowledge, an algorithm can
reduce the data complexity.

• The time of the learning.
• The stability of learned knowledge through parametriza-

tion.
• The determinism of the algorithms. A deterministic algo-

rithm learns the same rule set at each run.
• The scalability with huge data. This can be computed

using the complexity of the algorithm in terms of several
parameters, specific to the algorithm or to the data (e.g.,
the number of learning samples).

• The quantity of external expertise needed. Interactive
systems need more external expertise than batch systems.
The more an algorithm needs external expertise, the more
it will be difficult to understand.

To introduce the LCS, a comprehensive taxonomy of the
LCS is proposed (Fig. 1). The taxonomy is built using two
properties: the strategy of classifier usage and the representa-
tion type. The strategy of classifier usage is illustrated from
top to bottom. Single-step and multi-step problems are well
known problems in the field of data mining. From the left to
the right, the classifier representations used in LCS is detailed
from the earliest solutions(known as binary, e.g. CS-1 in 1978)
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to the most modern ones (known as functional, e.g. XCSL in
1999). It can be shown that a functional classifier is more
comprehensive than a binary one.
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Fig. 1. A taxonomy of LCS with some examples.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the
key concepts for understanding the fundamental principles of
classifier systems. Section III and section IV details recent ar-
chitectures. In section V some examples of LCS are presented,
in particular the XCS system, fuzzy learning systems and S-
classifier systems are described. Finally, in the last section, the
current improvements and comments on future research in the
domain are discussed.

II. CLASSIFIER SYSTEMS : FUNDAMENTALS

A. Learning classifier systems
LCS are founded on symbolic learning. A classifier, in a

similar manner to other reinforcement learning techniques, has
to associate each situation with the best possible action. Each
situation (m,a), where m is an environmental message (or
stimulus) and a the corresponding action (its behavior), can
be modeled as a state. The number of states for a complex
problem can be relatively large: if each state is described by
n discrete attributes, there are 2n possible states in the case
of binary attributes. With a traditional representation such as
decision rules, solving a problem with a large number of states
requires quite a large number of rules, each one connecting a
state with a given action. The algorithmic complexity of such
a situation could quickly explode. The concern of CS is that
they can directly associate the action with the value of the
attributes rather than the state which the system is in.

The difference between LCS and traditional learning tech-
niques, such as inductive systems or neural networks, lies in
their collaborative learning ability. A solution of a problem is
represented by a sequence of related classifiers. The informa-
tion is transmitted from one classifier to another as messages to
interpret. According to Holland [31], the characteristics which
distinguish the LCS from the CS concern the classifier activa-
tion and the knowledge base. The activation of each classifier
relies on parameters that are modified in time, so as to mimick
the experience acquisition. This experience is brought about by
the environment: the classifiers obtain a feedback (or reward),

i.e. a penalisation or a gratification according to their behavior
from the environment. Furthermore, the classifiers are stored
in a knowledge base which is modified during the steps of the
algorithm: new classifiers are generated or suppressed, and the
<condition> and the <action> parts (see the next section) of
existing classifiers are recombinated. This generation of new
classifiers is performed by a genetic algorithm (GA).

Let us describe the strategy of classifier usage. According
to the number of runs k, the learning can be defined as single-
step (k = 1) or multi-step (k > 1).

In a single-step learning run, the goal is to discover a
function in a classification or a regression problem. The
problem is solved in only one step by applying of a classifier
which returns the classification decision or the function value.
During the learning, the classifier activation is independent
of the system’s previous states and the classifier’s reward is
perceived until all the samples have been passed into the
system. Problems of classifications are typically single-step
if these samples are independent.

In a multi-step learning run, a message generated by the
environment is passed from one classifier to another by
activating the most suitable classifier each time. This forms an
activation chain that is dynamic in complex environment and
follows the evolution of the environment in time. In learning,
the reward can be perceived at any step and the content of the
activation messages depend on the previous steps.

Some data mining problems (such as classification) can
better be considered as single-step learning, although it may be
possible to view their environment as multi-step. In this case,
the objective is to discover a sequence of relevant classifiers
corresponding to the various data filters. Unfortunately, such
systems are currently not solvable algorithmically.
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Name Food Wall Empty cell
Object F G O Q .
Encoding 110 111 010 011 000

Typical classifier (meaning and binary encoding)):
F .(. . .) . Q O : go up-left

110 000(. . .) 000 011 010: 01

Generalization (meaning and binary encoding):
F/G : go up-left
11# ### (. . .) ### ### ### : 01

Fig. 2. Labyrinth problem.

For instance, the environment presented in Fig. 2 illustrates
an one-sight robot ("*" symbol) immersed in a labyrinth. A
view of a labyrinth is shown in the left part, the encoding table
of the symbols is shown in the upper right part, a typical
classifier is shown in the middle right part and a learned
generic classifier used to solve the labyrinth is shown in the
lower right part. The goal is to find food ("F" or "G" symbols)
by avoiding the walls ("O" or "Q" symbols). Symbols "."
are the empty cells. The robot owns a classifier base which
indicates the direction of the next move according to the
contents of its local environment. Classifiers are contained in
a classifier base. They are encoded by considering the cells in
a clockwise manner, starting from the top-left cell, using the
table on the right hand side of figure 2. A typical classifier is
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shown under the table. An additional symbol is introduced (#),
coding for a « 0 » or a « 1 ». The “#” symbol is a wildcard
character used to activate any symbols of A = {0, 1}. It is
also called the « don’t care symbol » or the « joker » [79].
The goal of the system is to propose more generic classifiers
that it can find, for instance by encoding the food by « 11# »
rather than by « 110 » or « 111 ».

The very simple process of an environment which produces
a message activating the conditions of a given rule, then the
emission of the corresponding action in this same environment
strongly evokes the general principle of an inference system
[37]. Post has shown that such systems (called Post Production
System) are computable in a polynomial time [56]. These rules
are in the form If . . . then . . . else in high level programming
languages and are used by knowledge-based systems [47].
They benefit from the fact that they are a formal model of a
universal program. In fact these high level programming rules
can have a high representation ability.

The knowledge base, learned and managed by the system
as a classifier population is not a simple list of classifiers.
In the Holland definition, a classifier is a rule encoding a
low level knowledge of the system. It includes one or more
specific conditions (the <condition> part) and one action (the
<action> part). A classifier, activated by the input message, is
determined by the evaluation (or matching) of the <condition>
part, and the <action> part contains the message transmitted
by the system when the <condition> part is satisfied. In
general, two approaches have been identified:

• The Pittsburgh approach [19] in which the population is a
set of rules (rule-sets). Thus, each individual is a distinct
production system and at each generation, the best rule-
set is selected and evolved.

• The Michigan approach [31] is the traditional approach,
in which each individual is a distinct rule. Rules are
evaluated by the GA and the populations are evolved by
crossing the rules between them. This approach is not
only the most traditional, and most documented in the
literature, but is also that which gives the best results in
general [31], [7].

There is also a third approach, less current, in which the
rules are learned in an iterative way [76]. They are encoded
into the chromosomes and, for each cycle of the GA, a new
rule is adapted and then added to the rule base. In design, the
adopted approach must be carefully selected. In both basic
approaches, difficulties may appear [13]: in Michigan-like
systems, the equilibrium between cooperation and individual
competition is delicate, but the solution representation using
independent individuals is effective for many problems. In
Pittsburgh-like systems, the individuals are more complex en-
tities and are more difficult to evolve by the genetic operators.

Formally, a classifier has the following form:

<condition> : <action> ≡ c1, c2, . . . , ci, . . . , cn : a (1)

where ci (i ≤ n and n ≥ 1) is one of the binary values of the
classifier <condition> part and a is the <action> part. Each of
the members ci of the <condition> part is a string with a fixed

size k defined in a given alphabet A. Historically, Holland used
A = {0, 1, #} [29]. As explained before, the “#” symbol
is a joker character used to activate any symbols of {0, 1}.
When a binary message is matched to the <condition> part
of a classifier, each bit is compared one by one. If all the
bits are identical, or if the message differs where the “#”
symbols appear in the <condition> part, the <action> part
of the classifier is used to select the next action to emit in
the environment. This binary representation is quite simple
and also useful for the LCS theory, notably for convergence
proofs and analysis of population development such as the
schema theorem [22].

The goal of a classifier system is to entirely model the
function (or mapping) X x A, where X is the input message
space and A the corresponding actions which maximize the
received reward obtained from the environment.

Let us now introduce a few terms from the classifier theory.
The specificity of a classifier is the number of instantiated
values (i.e. different from the “#” symbol) in a <condition>
part. No joker implies a maximal specificity and only jokers
means that the specificity is null. When one classifier has a
lower specificity than the other, and the instantiated values are
both identical, the first classifier subsumes the second one.
In the following example, the rule base BR1 is equivalent to
both of the rule bases BR2 and BR3, but not to BR4. In this
example, one can say that the classifier in BR4 subsumes the
one in BR2.

BR1
001010 : 11100
101010 : 11100
001110 : 11100

BR2 #01010, 001110 : 11100
BR3 001#10, 101010 : 11100
BR4 #01#10 : 11100

It is important that the specificity is correctly managed by
the genetic operators, to control the generalization level of the
classifiers. This can be done, for instance, by selecting the
appropriate production probabilities for each symbol in A.

In binary representations, the “#” symbol corresponds to
a “1” or to a “0”. In real representations, the “#” symbol
corresponds to the widest interval possible. Notice that using
the intervals directly is more suitable and easier for the
mutation and crossover operators. In fuzzy representations,
the “#” symbol is replaced by a function equal to true on
the whole definition domain. According to Schaeffer [66], the
“#” symbol is capable of improving the performance of the
rules. It can reduce the number of classifiers in the system and
increase the number of solutions covered by the classifiers.
So, specificity is related to the comprehensibility criterion: if
a classifier contains more joker symbols, then this classifier is
easier to simplify, to interpret and to understand. Moreover, the
learning performance of the system is improved because the
joker allows the concepts of general principles and exceptions
[23]. Using jokers, one can also introduce the concept of
hierarchization of classifiers. In [65] Riolo has shown the
influence of hierarchization during the learning through the
concept of niches. A niche is a set of environment states,
activated by the same classifier set, sharing all the rewards.
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If the solutions space is not known, the initial rules cannot
be introduced by the programmer or by an expert in the field.
Therefore, during the evolution, the rules selection operators
(roulette wheel or tournament) bring a capital contribution.
During the learning, the hypothesis competitiveness introduced
by the <action> part comes directly from their past accuracy
and their specificity [64].

In addition to the binary representation, those that are
most used now are continuous representations, functional
expressions (written in LISP, [42]), register conditions and
auto-reinjected messages in the system1. In continuous rep-
resentations, each condition is a sequence of real values or
real intervals. In register conditions, the classifier <condi-
tion><register> : <action><register> is activated when the
internal registers match <register>.

An interesting model has been proposed by Wilson [83]. In
his model, the input message is a vector of real values and
the alphabet A used in the <condition> part is replaced by
intervals of real values. The classifier is then activated when
all the real values of the message correspond to each real
interval of the <condition> part. As any information can be
encoded by a real value, this representation is much more
powerful than the binary one and can be used in almost all
applications [74], [60]. But this representation suffers from
one drawback: the too-strict matching method of Wilson can
prematurely eject some almost-good classifiers. For instance,
the message “0.15” activates the classifier “[0.15; 0.19]”, but
not the message “0.14” in a way in which the system cannot
improve the classifier (for instance, by enlarging the interval).
In this case, the fuzzy representation can be applied to solve
this major drawback [43], and has only recently been explored.
For instance in [58], the result of the matching between a
classifier and a message (actually true or false) is replaced
by a score computed using a mathematical distance between
the message and the intervals of the <condition> part. The
message is viewed as a point in an N-dimensional space
(N being the size of the message), the intervals are viewed
as hyper-rectangles and the score corresponds to euclidian
distance. This representation can solve the drawback exposed
before but is computationally more complex to evolve.

The <condition> part allows the encoding of any elemen-
tary information, such as a color, a form, a spectrum or any
other constant. This part is used during the activation of the
system by the input messages. As previously, the classifier is
activated when their conditions are satisfied. The ci values are
considered as conjunctions of the <condition> part. There are
no disjunctions in the traditional classifier model.

The <action> part is the output message coding an action
to be carried out when the classifier is activated. Generally,
this action switches the system to the next state, for instance,
the modification of the robot direction or the food ingestion.
In text mining, it might be the attribution of a semantic class
to a sentence. In image mining, it might be the attribution of
a class to a pixel.

1These systems look like the initial propositions of Holland and his initial
definition, but were given up because of their complexity

III. ARCHITECTURE OF A CLASSIFIER SYSTEM

An architecture of a classifier system describes its struc-
ture and the relationships between its components. The main
components of LCS are the following:

• The environment. This component describes the problem
to solve, i.e. an area in the search space in which the
classifiers are evolved. It evolves and changes in an
autonomous way but interacts with the LCS using a
message system.

• The detectors (or an input interface). These translate the
current state and the current events from the environment
into input messages.

• The effectors (or an output interface). These allows
the LCS to interact with the environment by producing
some actions, delivered by the output messages from the
system.

• Several message lists of which the interest and use are
related to the characteristics of each LCS. Usually, the
presence of the three following architectures is invariant:

– A classifier base [P ]t (or Population Set). This is
the classifier set, randomly initialized before the first
generation, and represents the system knowledge
at the instant t. More formally, in the case of a
Markovian environment, the transition from [P ]t to
[P ]t+1 is homogeneous2,

– A message list [M ]t (or Match Set). This contains
all the active messages, i.e. all the messages which
match the current input of the system,

– An action list [A]t (or Action Set). This contains the
<action> parts (see the section ??) of the active mes-
sages which will be used by the LCS to determine
the message to send from the effectors.

The system uses the evolutionary paradigm to create indi-
viduals and to adapt their behavior to the environment, which
generally changes itself during the learning. A GA is used
in the case of a binary representation and an evolutionary
algorithm (EA) in the case of a real or a fuzzy representation.
The initialization, the mutation and the crossover operators are
adapted for each case. Generally, new parameters are added
to constrain the search space for each operator. For instance,
to create new classifiers with the initialization operator in
the binary case, the user needs to set two parameters: the
apparition probability of a “0”, compared to a “1”; and the
apparition probability of a “#”, compared to another symbol.

Figure 3 shows an illustration of the various components of
the classifier system proposed by Wilson [79].

The following parts compose the system:
• an environment which represents the problem to solve,
• the knowledge base (Population set),
• the activated classifier list (Match set),
• the selected classifier list (Action set).
The selection of classifiers and manipulation in the various

lists is performed by two algorithms:

2The pool at the instant t + 1 is entirely given in a probabilistic way by
the pool at the instant t.
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Fig. 3. Simplified model of a classifier system. Source: Wilson [79].

• an algorithm for the credit distribution giving good re-
wards at effective classifiers and penalisation at the others
(the credit repartition mechanism),

• a GA used to evolve the classifier base (the classifier
discovery mechanism).

One of the commonly used algorithms in the credit reparti-
tion mechanism is the Bucket Brigade Algorithm described
by Holland in [30]. The principle of the algorithm is the
following: the effective classifiers are rewarded while the
others are eliminated.

IV. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS

The classifiers compete to control the system and to opti-
mize the reaction of the environment. This reaction is given
as a reward or a penalisation based on the performance or the
failure of the current action with respect to the environment.
From the point of view of the system, this reward cumulates
with the credit (strength) of the classifiers having generated
the action and determines, during the learning, the strength
of each classifier in the competition. In fact, individuals are
created during the algorithm initialization and only the strength
evolution of each one helps to differentiate themselves. In this
way, the learning will never be efficient until an evolutionary
process is used to renew the population. This is carried out by
a genetic algorithm, acting on the rule base [P], allowing to
create new classifiers by crossover or mutation.

To evaluate the assimilated knowledge by the system, the
LCS uses an evaluation function specific to the problem to
solve. Usually this function uses the environment answer in
a straightforward way. The classifiers accuracy is computed
according to the degree of its contribution to the resolution of
the problem.

R. Richards [64] details two modes in which a LCS can
operate at the instant t: the Learning Mode and the Application
Mode. When the system is in its learning mode, detectors
perceive information from the environment, determine the
relevant action then carry out actions in the environment. This
process is called the Application Mode. The process is shown
in figure 4.

Perception by the detectors of a message from the environment

E ncoding into the system al phabet,  u sed to encode the 
environmental messages

M atching w ith the < c ond ition> part of the pool  [P] �

T ransferring of the ac tive cl assifiers from the pool  [P] � to the pool  
[M] �

C reation of the pool  [A] � u sing a sel ection method

C reation of a message M � u sing the w inning action

E mission of the message M � u sing the effectors that change the 
environment
S ending of a message to the bu ck et brigade al gorithm to pay the 
profits or the charges of the cl assifiers

Fig. 4. Application Mode : interactions with the environment.
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][A �
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:  mes s a g e l is t f rom 
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][ϕ

C l a s s if ier d is c overy  mec h a nis m

N ew  c l a s s if ier

Triggered Cover Detector Operator :
I F th e l i s t [ M ] t i s  em p ty  o r  h as a to o  l o w

s tr en g th
T H EN cr eate a n ew  cl as s i f i er ,  s o  th at th i s
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�� ��

S el ec tion of  p a rents  ( f or th e 
c ros s over,  th e mu ta tion a nd  
th e rep l a c ement op era tors )

N ew  c l a s s if iers

G enetic  A l g orith m
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Fig. 5. Detailed messages interactions in a LCS. The mechanisms dedicated
to the classifiers discovery are shown in black boxes. Source: Richards [64].

Initialization of the classifier system (t=0)

G eneration of the initial p op u lation ([ P] � )

O ne iteration of the alg orithm main loop  (see the A p p l i c a t i o n  
M o d e )

E v alu ation of the p op u lation [ P] � ( f i t n e s s ,  T G A O )

C lassifier selection for the p op u lation [ P] � � �

C rossov er and  offsp ring s ad d ition to [ P] � � �

M u tation of the p op u lation [ P] � � �

R ep lacement of the w orst classifiers of the p op u lation [ P] � b y the 
b est from the p op u lation [ P] � � � ,  then t = t+ 1

T est T ermination_ criterion(t) IF  f a l s e ,  loop  ag ain
IF  t r u e ,  ex it

Fig. 6. Learning Mode : main algorithm.

The base of classifiers can be viewed as a space to test hy-
pothesis. Here, a hypothesis is a classifier that is selected when
appropriate for the current state of the system. This relevance,
known as the classifier competitiveness, is determined by the
value of the classifier strength during previous generations as
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well as its specificity. The genetic algorithm has to exchange
the information acquired by the classifiers. They are selected
using an evaluation function and a special operator, known as
a Triggered Genetic Algorithm Operator (TGAO). TGAO is
used to control the frequency of the crossover and the mutation
operators.

Figure 5 shows the main interactions between components
and the message flow in the system. The messages are emitted
by the environment (in the top of the figure) towards the
system, which stores them in a classifier base ([P ]t). Then, the
TGAO operator is applied to the base and new classifiers are
created using the genetic algorithm during the Learning Mode
(Fig. 6). Now the system has to choose an action to emit to
the environment. To do this, the Bucket Brigade Algorithm
elects the winning action, which pays a bid to non-activated
classifiers, as described in the previous section.

The Covering Operator
The Triggered Cover Detector Operator (TCDO) defines

when a new classifier needs to be generated. This could arise
if no classifier is activated by the environmental stimulus or
when the Population Set does not pass some criteria (for
instance, an average strength threshold). For instance, if the
list [M] is empty, i.e. when the message from the detectors
m = {messenv 0, . . . , messenv n} activates no classifier in
[P], the algorithm is blocked. In such a case, the population
cannot be improved: the LCS might be immobilized in a
local minimum and, at best, the final solution might not be
relevant. Wilson [79] quotes several detection strategies for
such situations and proposes methods for retrieving a complete
list [M]. The corresponding operators are known as Covering
Operators. These operators are triggered when the list is empty
or when the total strength S[M ]t (sum of all the classifier
strengths S in M at the instant t) is below the limit φS[P ]µt
where φ is a parameter and S[P ]µt

is the average strength of
the population [P]. In such a situation, the Covering Operator
has to generate a new classifier C. This is performed, in the
case of a binary representation, in the following way:

• the <condition> part is built using exactly the message
m and by adding a fixed rate θ# of joker symbols (#),

• the <action> part is randomly chosen,
• the strength of C is equal to the average strength of the

pool [P].
In a real representation, the <condition> is built using

random intervals. Small and large intervals correspond respec-
tively to instanced values and joker symbols in the binary
case. In more elaborated representations, such as the fuzzy or
the functional, the <condition> part is always built following
these three requirements:

• The message m has to activate the classifier.
• The expression is coherent in terms of the target repre-

sentation.
• The generated expressions need to be diversified, so they

are generated as randomly as possible. Additional jokers
are used to fulfil the first and the last requirements.

Then, C is introduced into [P] by replacing an existing
classifier, chosen using a eugenic selection operator defined by

the genetic algorithm. A new pool [M ]t+1 is created and the
algorithm continues in the usual way. For example, according
to Wilson, φ = 0.5 and θ# = 1/3 seem to be good parameters
to solve the labyrinth problem. In fact, this operator is a
slightly too strong, since it directs the LCS towards a learning-
by-heart and does not exploit the already learned knowledge,
as does the genetic algorithm.

Nevertheless, messages inducing empty pools are consid-
ered as unavoidable for the majority of the problems, and
the Covering Operator can be viewed as the last chance.
Moreover, it allows the testing of new hypotheses, based on
original messages, rather than to act in a completely random
way.

V. RESEARCH IN THE LCS FIELD

In this section, a few representative classifiers of the current
trends will be detailed (see the taxonomy, Fig. 1), notably the
XCS classifier (binary), the LFCS classifiers (fuzzy) and the
S-classifiers (functional).

A. The Wilson classifier (XCS)
Usually, the strength parameter is used both as a prediction

of the future perceived reward and as the main parameter of the
evaluation function. But as Wilson [80] has noticed, in some
cases, this prediction value is not correct when used in the
evaluation function. To solve this problem, the XCS algorithm
[80] extends the classifier system algorithms by adding several
parameters into each rule, notably the reward prediction, the
error of prediction, and the measure of the precision of the
prediction used in the genetic algorithm. Another extension
of Wilson relates to the macro-classifiers. But this concept
does not refer to a different classifier representation; it is
an algorithmic technique to reduce the complexity of the
computing of the classifiers activated by the input messages.
Table I shows the essential parameters for XCS and their
recommended values, according to Wilson.

In his next paper [81], Wilson introduces two new improve-
ments, appreciably increasing the generalization capability and
the accuracy of the system:

1) the set on which the genetic operators act,
2) and the subsumption replacement.
Summing up, the XCS rules have good generalisation and

robustness abilities, but they are not very comprehensive. In
general, the research reports show good results with XCS
compared to other systems [2], [46], [84]. In spite of the fact
that XCS was first designed for multi-step problems, we have
also obtained good results on single-step problems [61]. It
should be noted that this model has been used in many projects
(classification, object recognition, robot environment, ...), and
is a base of many theoretical and optimization studies [81],
[11], [12].

However, the ternary representation of XCS ({0, 1#}) is
not convenient when dealing with real-world problem. Even
if this representation is still in use, new representations are
now deeply explored. For instance, investigations have been
done using Centre-Spread Representations (CSR) [82], Lower-
Upper bound Representations (LUR) [86] and Unordered
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Meaning Ideal value
Number of classifiers in the population 50
Learning rate for the actualization of the
fitness the error, the prediction and
the size estimation of the Action Set 0.2
A classifier can be suppressed below this
percentage of the average fitness 0.1
Triggered Genetic Algorithm Operator (TGAO) :
Average number of classifiers selection in the
Action Set before triggering the GA 5
Covering Detector Operator (CDO) :
Percentage of the average strength in the Match Set
to trigger the Covering Operator 0.1
The classifier precision is fixed to 1 if the
error is beyond this threshold 10
Minimal lifetime of a classifier 20
Crossover probability 0.8
Mutation probability 0.15
Error reduction when a new classifier
is generated by the GA 0.25
Fitness reduction when a new classifier
is generated by the GA 0.1
Initial prediction of a classifier 10.0
Initial error of a classifier 0.0
Initial fitness of a classifier 0.01

TABLE I
THE MAIN PARAMETERS USED IN A XCS-LIKE CLASSIFIER. SOURCE:

WILSON [79].

Bound Representations (UBR) [67], where half-open inter-
vals [pi; qi) encode a constraint corresponding to the i-th
input variable. In the case of centre-spread, the intervals are
expressed by a center and a radius; in the case of lower-
upper bound, the limits are directly encoded but pi < qi

for all i and in the case of unordered bound, no restriction
is made on the order of the limits. To map a genotype to
a phenotype, CSR needs a truncation that is undesirable in
some cases [67]. UBR addresses this issue and has shown
good performance on very specific problems (for instance,
the checkerboard problem), but the alternance of genes that
represent min and max values decreases the efficiency of
the crossover operator. In the Min Percentage Representation
(MPR), the intervals are described by a minimum bound
and a value corresponding to the proportion of the quantity
qi−pi compared to the maximal interval range [17]. However,
even if this representation does not suffer from the truncation
bias or the semantic alternance of genes, theses systems are
restricted to very specific problems like real multiplexer or
checkerboard problems because of their limited phenotypic
expression (hyper-rectangles in the space of data)[67].

B. Classifiers and fuzzy logic
To overcome this issue, more elaborate phenotypic ex-

pressions for the classifiers have been explored, and among
them, the fuzzy logic. These systems, called Learning Fuzzy
Classifier System (LFCS) [62], are able to deal with classifiers
encoding continuous variables. A linguistic interpretation of
these classifiers can also be proposed. This paradigm is
known in the literature under the generic name of Genetic
Fuzzy System (GFS), where the most sophisticated systems
are probably the Genetic Fuzzy Rule-Based Systems (GFRBS)

[15], [72], [55]. The integration of fuzzy logic allows the use
of certainty factors in natural language expressions such as
heat, cold, reliable, indisputable, not very sure, etc.

Concerning the representation of knowledge expressed by
the classifiers, this can be divided into rule base and database
representations. The rule base contains all the fuzzy rules.
Using genetic algorithms to learn new rules requires the inte-
gration of fuzzy membership functions. The literature has con-
sidered all three possible approaches (see the section II-A): the
Michigan-like approach [34], the Pittsburgh-like approach [28]
and the iterative approach [24]. In the Pittsburgh approach,
the representation most used for the classifier populations are
the relational matrices and the decision tables. In the case of
the Michigan approach, the classifiers are encoded in simple
rule lists. To encode an individual rule, bit strings with fixed
length are commonly employed [24], or in a better way using
messy-coding (see the next section). In the case of the iterative
approach, the best rule is selected each time. This rule is
incorporated into the current set of rules. To obtain new and
different rules, the selected rule is penalized by eliminating
the samples covered by this rule and the process is repeated
[24]. The database representation contains the definitions
of the scale factors and the membership functions for the
associated fuzzy set, with the linguistic terms used. Contrary
to the rule base, the learning of a database is more complex
[75]. Indeed, the components representation of a database and
consequently the search space are heterogeneous. In this case,
it might be more suitable to use optimization techniques, for
instance tuning, to optimize an existing database instead of
discovering a new one, i.e. to find the optimal parameters for
the membership functions or the scale factors.

The algorithm shown in figure 7 describes the general
process of a LFCS [73].

1. The detectors perceive the input messages from the 
environment. They  are encoded in fuz z y  messages ( the 
continuous val ues are converted into fuz z y  val ues,  chosen in a 
l imited set of possib l e val ues)  and these val ues are added to a 
message l ist [ e]
2 . The cl assifier b ase [ P ] is traversed in order to find al l  the
cl assifiers w ith w hich the conditions are compl etel y  or partial l y  
satisfied b y  the messages of the l ist [ e].These messages are sent 
in the l ist [ M ]

3 . The l ist [ e] is emptied

4 . The actions of the cl assifiers from [ M ] are put in a l ist [ A ]

5 . The effectors convert using a d ef u z z i f i c a t i o n operator the fuz z y  
messages from the l ist [ A ] into acceptab l e ( for the environment)
output val ues and they  propagate these val ues there
6 . The environment rew ard is transmitted to the sel ected 
cl assifiers in the l ist [ A ]

7 . A  new  cy cl e starts ( go in 1.)

Fig. 7. The process of a LFCS algorithm.

LFCS seem to produce comprehensive classifiers, and the
representation of the knowledge seems to be higher, compared
to others LCS. However, it appears that the stability of the
algorithms through the parametrization is not so good. For in-
stance, Casillas [14] describes a theoretical study (i.e. without
real case studies) about using Mamdani-type fuzzy classifiers
instead of the traditional binary or real representation. In
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general, fuzzy-based systems use cooperative inference to
generate the fuzzy output: all the rules that are fired are used
under an implication, an aggregation and a defuzzification
operator [89], while classifier systems have a competitive
behavior. In his proposal, Casillas studies several implication
operators showing the effect on the results. In spite of the
simple fuzzy representation used (compared to those used in
fuzzy-based systems), specific cares about the parametrization
are still needed.

Nevertheless, LFCS systems enable the use of fuzzy mem-
bership functions and allow fuzzy approximation of the input
and, more important, ouput variables rather than using an
exact activation function such as the LCS. Now, in spite of
the apparent power of these classifiers, it is not obvious that
the LFCS-like systems are able to build effective rule chains
of a given size, for instance to solve multi-step problems. It
seems, according to Furuhashi [21], that when new classifiers
are sought by the system, the inaccuracy transferred from a
classifier to another by the fuzzy variables explodes and that
nothing can be deduced any longer by the system.

C. The S-classifiers
The binary representations of the classifiers have two main

drawbacks: firstly, sometimes the binary encoding of the
detectors is not well suited when the environment structure is
continuous. Secondly, there is a fixed mapping between the bit
positions in a classifier <condition> part and the bit positions
of the detectors, that prohibits variable size messages.

Up until now, the applications solved by classifier systems
have been sufficiently satisfied with a binary representation,
because the learning capability of the system was regarded
as more important than its generalization capability. Lanzi
realized that the representation problem becomes a question
of increasing interest. In his two papers ([41] and [42]), he
proposed two new approaches for the classifiers formalism,
by introducing the S-classifiers.

The first, called messy-coding, is exempted from the fixed
mapping between the bit positions in the <condition> part
and the bit positions of the detectors. This technique allows
the conditions to have a variable size: the genes are divided
into several independent blocks. To align each classifier block
with each detector, each block is mapped to a tag which itself
refers to a detector. The model allows a classifier with two
genes having the same tag (over-specified classifier) or missing
genes (under-specified classifier). The generalization property
using joker symbols is now naturally expressed by under-
specified classifiers. In the messy-coding, the representation of
a classifier is a variable-sized list of <variable, value> pairs, in
which the order does not have any importance. All this work
has resulted to the implementation of XCSm [41], a suitable
version of XCS for the messy-coding, in which the covering
operator, the activation operator and the genetic operators have
been rewritten.

The second approach, suggested by Lanzi, goes in the
same direction of classifier representation improvement. The
system eXtended Classifier System in LISP (XCSL) [42] is an
extension based on the S-expressions of the LISP language.

Although these expressions are written in a linear way, the
genetic operators manipulate them as trees to reduce the
evaluation time. But in his paper, Lanzi only considered simple
problems for his XCSL system: the solutions have to be
expressed by boolean functions. The <condition> parts of the
classifiers are compositions of the logical operators AND, OR
and NOT.

������� �"!$#&% ')(*',+.- /0�.�"��� �"!1'.2�'
3 ')(*'54�+�60�.����� �"!7�.����� �"!1'.2�'
3 ')(*'8-.9:�.����� �"!7�.����� �"!1'.2�'
3 �"; <"="!

� ; <"="!$#&%1'?>A@�' 3 'B>AC.' 3 '?>EDE'

Fig. 8. The BNF grammar of the XCSL classifiers.

All the classifier conditions of XCSL are generated by the
BNF grammar [53] presented in figure 8. These conditions
fit in a boolean functions subset of three input variables.
In the figure, the terminal symbols are represented between
quotation marks and the functional symbols between brackets.
This grammar was used for the boolean function problem3. For
instance, « (OR S1 S2) » is the expression of a complete con-
dition, where S1 and S2 are environment-dependent terminals
(a boolean variable in the multiplexer problem, a predicate for
the orientation sensors in the labyrinth problem, ...).

There exists the same differences compared with XCS, as in
the first approach. Some operators are modified in a suitable
way:

• The activation operator does not present a particular
difficulty, and the expression is just evaluated observing
the traditional LISP syntax,

• The covering operator, used to create a new classifier with
random condition when no classifier is activated by the in-
put message, requires some attention. Lanzi realized that
to avoid an over-fitting problem, induced by an under-
specialization of the classifier genes, it is better to build,
for the condition, a conjunction of three expressions,
each one being activated by the input message. Each one
of these sub-expressions is a disjunction of an arbitrary
number of bits from the input message, except for the
first sub-expression which stores the exact message. This
representation guarantees a specific classifier for the input
message, while the two last sub-expressions introduce a
generalization capability. Unfortunately, the author does
not explain why the choice of three sub-expressions gives
optimal results in his experiments.

• The genetic operators: In XCSL, the GA is applied to
the Action Set [81] (see the section V-A). Two classifiers
are selected with probabilities proportional to their fitness,
copied, combined with the probability χ, mutated with the
probability µ and reinserted in their Action Set. Genetic
programming principles [39] are used for the crossover
and the mutation operators: the crossover exchanges two
sub-trees in the condition part, and the mutation replaces
a sub-tree by a randomly-created one.

3Function f of n variables (x0, . . . , xn) defined by f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}.
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Discussing the classifier representation, Lanzi points out a
subtle problem occurring with the OR operator just-defined,
which neither occurs with the other boolean operators, nor
even in the typical XCS binary classifiers. He shows that
a higher representation level introduces a bias which lets
the genetic algorithm create corrupted classifiers and leads
to an instability of the system (in fact, the total accuracy
measurement will oscillate4). A suggested solution may be
in a random reordering of the evaluations of the conditions
containing the OR operator, during a specific step of the
genetic generations.

This system was also tested in the multi-step environments
such as labyrinths, in which the OR-function bias proved to
be more restrained. This may be explained by the fact that
in a single-step problem the over-general conditions are more
frequent because the search space is more deeply explored.
In a labyrinth, a condition is never active over a long time
period because the input message changes frequently, as the
agent moves within its environment.

The XCS and the XCSL systems were tested in quasi-
similar environments, both for single-step and for multi-step
problems, allowing the experimental comparison of their per-
formances. Optimal performances were obtained in both cases
on all kind of problems with a restricted number of learning
steps. The classifiers of XCSL seem to be comprehensive and
the representation of the knowledge allows to export them
for human experts, or to re-learn them in another algorithm.
However, many problems still need to be solved, with the
emergent apparition of the LISP formalism. Currently, this
formalism is undoubtedly too little explored in the domain of
classifier systems. Among these problems, we can quote the
computation of the generalization degree (or, on the contrary,
the specificity) of a classifier. With binary representation, this
is a trivial problem: only the joker symbols need to be counted.
With the S-expressions, this problem is much more complex
(NP-complete if we need to compare all the nodes of each
tree). This strongly restricts the use of some improvements
suggested by Wilson [81], in particular the subsumers removal,
unless in the presence of some particulary efficient heuristics.
Another problem is the increase in complexity of the classifier
conditions, which require more processor time to be computed.

4To illustrate, let (a) and (b) be two classifiers defined as:
(a) if C1 then action A
(b) if C2 then action A
where C1 and C2 are conditions derived from the <cond> symbol of the

BNF grammar presented in figure 8. In fact, these classifiers are similar in
any point to the following classifier (c), because this classifier applies in the
same situations as the classifiers (a) and (b) and returns the same action A:

(c) if C1 or C2 then action A
If C2 is slightly more a specific condition than C1, we can imagine that,

for a relatively long time period, the input message activates the C1 condition
more frequently than C2. If the system uses the classifiers (a) and (b), the
accuracy of classifier (b) will decrease and it will be finally dropped. On
the other hand, if the system uses the classifier (c), the C2 condition will
not influence the growth of the classifier accuracy, even if the C2 condition is
completely irrelevant, or false. In this case, the algorithm can create ineffective
classifiers, without be informed about that. Such a condition is called by Lanzi
a hidden condition by the OR operator.

From this, he concluded that some condition parts of a classifier might be
altered without negatively influencing its accuracy (and consequently without
these classifiers or conditions being able to be eliminated) as long as all the
parts of the conjunction have not been checked.

Again, heuristics for simplification and/or expressions evalua-
tion might be developed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, a panorama of classifier systems has been
overviewed and analyzed, from the representation point of
view. The criteria, such as the comprehensibility, the al-
gorithmic independence or the scalability with huge data
have been used to compare the extracted classifiers or the
learning algorithm itself. A taxonomy of classifier systems
has been then proposed, in which the representation criterion
is detailed. Some examples of recent LCS are given, using
representations known as binary, integer, nominal, real, fuzzy,
neural and functional. To introduce the discussion about the
recent LCS, a simplified model of a LCS has been presented,
and the communication of classifiers and messages from one
component to another was also detailed. We have seen that in
LCS, two main operators are used to evolve the classifiers: the
Cover Operator (TCDO) for the initialisation, and the Genetic
Operator (TGAO) for the discovery of new classifiers and the
exploitation of existing classifiers.

Three classifier systems have been detailed: the Wilson
classifier XCS, LFCS, and XCSL. New directions are now
explored, considering multi-agent problems [27], [33], [36],
[70] and anticipatory learning [10], [25]. These systems are
able to learn latently (i.e. learning without getting a reward)
a complete mapping of the environment. The representation
is then extended in consequence (for instance, the expectation
part in anticipatory learning, a population of classifiers for
MAXCS, ...). However, these systems have not yet been tested
on real problems.

Presently, new models are being developed in this direction.
The new models are based on the concept of niching, such
as the Implicit Niching model or the COGIN method. Niching
promotes the co-evolution of the individuals. Distributed mod-
els promoting the independent evolution of individuals also
appears, such as the Island Model Gentic Algorithm model.
The main interest of this model is that it can be very easily
paralleled: at the end of n iterations, x% of the population is
sent to the closest processor, which replaces the same part of
its population. With one island for each processor, the whole
unit can deal with the complete population in a simultaneous
way.

Modern applications now show a growing interest in the
LCS field. The extraction of knowledge in a form of com-
prehensive and readable rules is used in many real-world
applications, including, for instance, classification ([4], [74],
[77]), object recognition ([60], [59]), robot problems ([79],
[51], [6]), steel production [8] and even poker [63].
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